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Open Studio

Welcome to Open Studio! Today, we will be looking at the work of
Henri Moser. Henri Moser was an artist who lived in Utah. He
studied art in Paris for two years, and it was there that he was
introduced to a new style of painting called fauvism. This style
inspired him, and he brought it back to Utah, where he became
known for his colorful landscapes.
Please find John Henri Moser: Painting Utah Modern on the second
level.
Take a moment to walk around the gallery.
What's the first thing you notice about Moser's style?
You might notice that the colors are a lot brighter than traditional
landscapes! Fauvism was known for using bright colors and
dynamic--or expressive and visible--brush-strokes. "Fauvism"
comes from the French word fauve, meaning "wild beast".
Why might this style of art be compared to a wild beast?
Now, please find Tetons From
Jenny Lake.
Notice how Moser uses thick,
dynamic brushstrokes.
What effect does this have
on the painting?
Does it make it more
realistic, or abstract?
How does this painting by
Moser feel different from
the more traditional
landscape of the same
location shown below?
What about the use of
color? Share the differences
you see with others in your
group.

Jimmy Dyer, Jenny Lake Outlet

Next, find Red Stone Canyons, Zion. Notice how much
the colors stand out from each other. Moser is using a
complementary color scheme by painting large blocks
of color that are opposite from each other on the color
wheel. His bright yellow and orange mountains
contrast the shades of purple in the sky and the green
painted below. Using complementary colors together
really makes them stand out!
How would this painting feel different if there was less
contrast--for example, what if the mountains were blue
instead of orange and yellow?
Is this what mountains and sky look like in real life, or
are the colors different from what we might see?
Why might he choose to paint colors that are
unrealistic?
Last, find Spring Aspens. Compare Red Stone Canyons to
Spring Aspens. Spring Aspens uses an analogous color
scheme--yellow, green, and blue are next to each other
on the color wheel. Art with analogous color schemes
tends to appear more harmonious and unified.
How do the paintings feel different because of their
color schemes?

In the Studio

Make your way back to the studio to begin your very
own Moser-inspired landscape! We'll be using oil
pastels because they produce bright, vibrant colors
like the ones Moser used. Try to use a color scheme
(like complementary or analogous) and dynamic
marks to really make your artwork pop!
Be sure to check out the sheet with oil pastel tips for
ideas on how to take your work to the next level.

